Considerable attention has been awarded to the effects of education on economic outcomes. The massive literature on returns to education focuses on the causal effect of increasing education (usually measured in years) on expected earnings. In such context, a major concern of this body of research relates to the likely endogenous nature of education, which biases standard OLS estimates, and usually calls for instrumental variables strategies (See Card (2001) for a review). On the other hand, the literature on poverty and inequality focuses on aspects of the distribution of earnings other than the mean, such as its left tail, as the case of poverty, or its dispersion. This literature has moved gradually from unconditional analysis (i.e., measuring income based poverty or inequality) to conditional models that help explain the sources and causes of deprivation and/or inequality. From this perspective, standard returns to education analysis is seen as one particular step (focused on the mean) towards the final goal of quantifying the effect of the determinants of income (including education) on the whole income distribution, and eventually on functionals other than the mean, like poverty ratios or inequality indexes.
Regarding the goal of measuring distributional outcomes, a major step forward relates to the increasing popularity of quantile regression (QR) methods (Koenker (2005) ), that help researchers focus on the effects of education (and other determinants of income) on the whole conditional distribution, beyond the conditional mean as in standard regression analysis. An important and recurrent result of this literature, triggered mostly by Buchinsky (1994) 's seminal article, is that education has a markedly heterogeneous effect on the conditional distribution of income. More concretely, several studies (see Martins and Pereira (2004) ) suggest that an additional year of education has a monotonically increasing effect along the quantiles of the conditional distribution of income. Intuitively, this implies that for higher levels of education, the distribution of incomes is, both, shifted to the right and more disperse; that is, education has the double impact of increasing the center and the dispersion of the distribution of income. This previous result has lead some researchers to worry about an undesirable, unequalizing effect of eduction, as long as this effect translates from the conditional to the unconditional distribution of income.
Quantile regression results focus on the effects of measured determinants on the conditional distribution of incomes, even though the ultimate interest lies on the unconditional, marginal, distribution. The transition from conditional to unconditional effects is not trivial. There are several approaches available. For example, Mata and Machado (2005) propose integrating observed determinants (like education) in conditional QR models, so an unconditional empirical distribution is obtained. In this strategy, the effects of education can be quantified by integrating with respect to alternative distributions of education and comparing resulting distributions. This approach is similar, in spirit, to decomposition approaches (see Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2011) and Bourguignon, Lustig, and Ferreira (2004) ), who try to decompose observed changes in inequality (or any other distributive measure) in changes in the observed determinants, changes in the way these determinants affect income, and usually a residual term. The nature of these decompositions depend on how much structure is given to the model that links the distribution of incomes to that of its observed and unobserved determinants.
In this paper we use recent advances in unconditional quantile regressions (UQR) (Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) ) to measure the effect of education (or any other observed determinant) on the whole (unconditional ) distribution of incomes, with minimal assumptions like those in standard Mincerian mean income analysis, and without the need to rely on the passage of time to address the issue. That is, unlike decomposition analysis, UQR's allow researchers to measure the effect of a small change in education on the Gini index (or any functional of the unconditional income distribution), in a similar sense the coefficients of a linear model capture marginal effects on the mean in standard regression. The key analytical tool is the recentered influence function (RIF) regression, explained in detail in section 2.
We implement this method on data for Argentina. As well documented Cruces (2009) and Sosa Escudero and Petralia (2011, forthcoming) ), in the last 30 years Argentina went through several institutional and social episodes that altered the distribution of incomes dramatically, which led to unusually wide movements in poverty and inequality measures. Also, in the last 20 years the country has experienced dramatic improvements in educational attainments, see Gasparini and Cruces (2009) for a detailed description of such changes. This scenario provides relevant variability to explore distributive effects. To our knowledge, ours is the first study applying an UQR strategy for this case, and, in general, this relevant approach is still incipient, being a handful the only relevant studies. In our context, the goal is to measure the effect of changes in educational levels on the distribution of income. As a first step, and for analytic convenience and in accordance with the natural notion of a derivative, by movements in educational levels we mean small changes in the location of the distribution of education.
Our target will be some functional of the distribution of income, like any quantile, the variance, or its Gini coefficient, that is, we will be interested in a particular feature of the distribution of income. In this sense, standard regression models focus on the impact of education on one particular functional (the mean).
In a recent article, Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) propose unconditional quantile regressions as a simple way to recover such effects on the quantiles of the unconditional distribution of a variable. In what follows we present the main ideas, and refer to these authors for further details.
Let Y be a random variable with cumulative distribution function (CDF) F Y (y), and let ν(F Y ) be any functional. For simplicity, we will focus on linear functionals that can be expressed as
for some function ψ(y). For example, the mean, µ Y , corresponds to ψ(y) = y. In this context, the influence function of ν at F Y is given by
Intuitively, it measures the influence a single point y has on a particular functional.
For example, for the mean, the influence function is given by y − µ.
It is important, to observe that Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) , define the recentered influence function (RIF)
as
and, trivially,
This is an important step, since, it implies that any functional of interest can be expressed as an expected value.
In order to incorporate the effect of covariates, let X be a vector of random variables. Note that, using the law of iterated expectations,
where F X (x) is the marginal CDF of X.
Suppose the distribution of X changes as a small location shift, and let α(ν) be the vector of partial effects of moving each coordinate of X separately as a location shift. Assume also that the conditional distribution of Y given X stays constant.
Then, Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) show that the unconditional partial effect on ν(F ) of altering the CDF of X in such way is given by:
In words, this means that the partial effects of altering shifting the CDF of X to the right (marginally) can be recovered by simple regression methods, that is, by regressing the RIF of a Y with respect of the functional of interest, on the vector X (the 'RIF regression'), compute the marginal effects, and then integrate over the values of X, as in standard regression analysis.
A relevant application for our case corresponds to the effects of X on the unconditional quantiles of Y . Let now ν(F Y ) = q τ denote the τ −th quantile of F Y (·). Its recentered influence function can be shown (Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) ) to be given by
This last expression is the unconditional quantile regression, that is, a regression model that links the expected value of quantiles (as measured by the RIF) to covariates. Particular specifications on P r[Y > q τ |X = x] lead to alternative regressions.
If we further assume the linear probability model
Then, replacing in the result for the unconditional partial effect, for the case of quantiles we get
This leads to a very simple way to estimate these partial effects. Consider the regression model
Note that under the linear probability assumption, E(u|x) = 0. Now
a regression of RIF (y, q τ ) on x would provide a consistent estimate of β * = α(ν).
In practice, in a first step the RIF is estimated by replacing all unknown quantities by their observable counterparts. In this case, unknown quantities are q τ and f Y (q τ ), which are estimated by the sample τ −th quantile of Y , and a standard nonparametric density estimator (e.g. kernel), respectively. The second stage regresses the estimated RIF on x using a standard OLS estimator.
Some remarks on this strategy are the following. First, the linear probability assumption may sound restrictive. Replacing it by a standard probit or logit specification can be easily implemented. Nevertheless, the empirical results of Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) indicate that results are almost indistinguishable of those using the linear probability model, much in accordance to the recent literature that favors it in light of its conceptual and computational advantages, as clearly advocated by Angrist and Pischke (2008) . Second, (asymptotic) inference in the second stage must accommodate the fact that q τ and f Y (q τ ) are estimated in a first stage. This is discussed in detail in Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009 Koenker and G. (1978) . The linear quantile regression model specifies
where Q Y |x (τ ) denotes the τ −th quantile of the conditional distribution of Y given
that is, the elements of β(τ ) measure the effect of altering the components of x marginally, on the τ −th quantile of the conditional distribution of Y on X. In this model, β(τ ) is understood as a non-specified function of τ , hence its semiparametric nature.
In this context, the standard results (mentioned in the Introduction) that for the case of education, β(τ ) is a positive and monotonically increasing function means that increasing education impacts more in higher quantiles of the conditional distribution of income, that is, by increasing education, all conditional quantiles move up, but at an increasing rate along quantiles. This effect is clearly and naturally captured by quantile regressions. The ultimate effect on the unconditional distribution (the subject of interest of distributive analysis) requires to 'average' these effects according to the levels of education observed in the sample. In intuitive terms, if the distribution of Y can be thought as factored by its conditional distribution given X, and the marginal distribution of X, then inequality in Y represents the interaction of the inequality in X and the way Y is affected by X. Conditional quantile regressions can be seen as modeling the second channel, whereas unconditional quantile regressions integrate both. For example, and as seen in the empirical part of this paper, the observed unequalizing effect in the conditional quantile regression might be enhanced if takes place over an already unequal distribution of education, or damped if increases in education result in a more equal distribution of education.
3 Exploring the distributive effects of education: Argentina 1992 Argentina -2009 The analysis is based on micro data from Argentina's Permanent Household
Survey ( Inequality, poverty and other aspects of the distribution of income changed dramatically in the last twenty years. Even though the nineties started with a period of sustained GDP growth, the same decade witnessed a monotonic increase in inequality and poverty. The drastic crisis experienced by Argentina in 2002 led to historic records in these measures. After that, a period of recovery followed, and inequality and poverty decreased at a monotonic rate, reaching, in 2008, levels similar to those observed at the beginning of the nineties. The three periods chosen for the analysis (1992, 1998 and 2008) are representative of this behavior. For example, the Gini coefficient of hourly wages (see Table 3 .1) started in 40.5, increased to 44 in 1998, and after 2001 a period of sustained decline started and reached 39.8 in 2008. See Cruces (2009) and Sosa Escudero and Petralia (2011, forthcoming) for a complete description of these evolutions.
Changes in education were also dramatic in the period under analysis. Schooling, as measured by years of education increased from 9.9 in 1992 to 10.8 in 2008, as can be seen in Table 3 .1. A more clear picture is obtained when looking at educational levels. For example, the proportion of individuals whose maximum level of education is complete primary dropped from 30.3% in 1992 to 19.4%. Similarly, the same proportion for complete high school raised from 16.4% to 22.4%. Educational levels increased monotonically, with most of the action taking place in the center of the distribution (around complete high school). These changes can be more drastically appreciated in Figure 3 .1, which shows the estimated densities of education for the three periods.
In light of these results, it is natural to explore the interaction between changes in the distribution of education along those in the distribution of income. Gasparini, Marchionni, and Sosa Escudero (2001) is the first application for Argentina that explores this link using a microeconometric decomposition framework, and conclude that education had equalizing effect in the period 1989-1992, and an unequalizing effect for 1992-1998. Bustelo (2004) adopts the approach of Mata and Machado (2005) , that estimates a conditional quantile regression model from which, through simulations, a counterfactual unconditional distribution is obtained, and finds that that an increase in education is associated with a decrease in poverty, and a small unequalizing effect in the period 1992-2001, with a stronger for higher levels of education. Alejo (2006) explores the statistical significance of all these results.
In this section we use RIF-regressions as introduced by Firpo, Fortin, and Lemieux (2009) and discussed int he previous section. This approach has some advantages, namely, (i) less data requirement since only one cross section sample is needed, in contrast with previous work that requires repeated cross section data with at least two periods, and the construction (by simulation) of counterfactual distributions; (ii) RIF-regressions are easier to compute, given that in order to recover the marginal distribution of income it is not necessary to use a large number of simulations as in Mata and Machado (2005) or other numerical solutions (e.g.
Melly (2005)); finally, (iii) the marginal effects can be directly interpreted from the estimation results.
As discussed in the previous section, we estimate RIF regressions for several unconditional quantiles, using a linear probability specification. We also estimate a RIF regression for the Gini coefficient. We use the usual covariates in standard Mincer equations, namely: age, years of education, marital status and dummy variables to control for regional effects.
As a previous step, represented in the first row of graphics in Figure 3 .2
Consider the first graph of Figure 3 .2, which represents the estimated coefficients of years education for the conditional and unconditional quantile regressions in A first interesting fact is that, consistently with most previous results, effects are heterogeneous and increasing along the quantiles. CQR results suggest that effects range from 0.063 for the first decile to 0.095 to the 9th decile of the conditional distribution of wages. As stressed in the Introduction, this result must be interpreted carefully. It only suggest that after controlling for all covariates, all quantiles of the conditional distribution increase when education is enhanced, but at an increasing rate the higher the quantiles. A common difficulty associated with interpreting these results is that the top (bottom) of the conditional distribution does not coincide with the top (bottom) of its unconditional counterpart. That is, the positive and heterogeneous CQR effects do not imply that education has a stronger effect for the, say, rich, but for the 'conditionally' rich, that is, after controlling for all covariates.
Consequently, within the CQR it is difficult to see if this unequalizing effect translates to the unconditional distribution of incomes, hence the usefulness of the UQR approach, that studies effect directly on the distribution of income. Remarkably, UQR results show an even more pronounced heterogeneous behavior, with effect ranging from 0.046 to 0.140. UQR results are more directly interpretable since, now they suggest that the effects of education are stronger for the rich. Differences between the CQR and the UQR approach might be due to the fact that the originally unequalizing effect of the CQR is further enhanced by applying it to the already unequal (and markedly asymmetric) distribution of education of 1992. As stressed in the previous sections, and unlike CQR, UQR integrates the heterogenous effects on the conditional distribution with the existing levels of education, leading to an enhanced heterogenous effect.
Finally, RIF regressions results for the Gini coefficient (last column of Table   3 .3) are interesting. First, in order to obtain comparable results, the regression is estimated using levels of wages, not logs as in standard Mincer equations. Hence, results suggest that shifting the distribution of education marginally, leads to an unequalizing increase of 1.83 points in the Gini coefficient. At this point it is interesting to remark that, qualitatively and quantitatively, these results are in agreement with those found by alternative methods (Gasparini, Marchionni, and Sosa Escudero (2001) andBustelo (2004)). A major advantage is that the UQR requires cross sectional information only, like in standard Mincer equations, and unlike previous results who require either two points in time or the construction of counterfactual distributions by simulation.
We then explore these effects for the remaining two periods (1998 and 2002) .
First, in 1998 all effects move to the right, for example, the mean effect moves from Even though it seems reasonable to measure the amount of human capital by years of formal education, this information is sometimes not considered as a satisfactory or adequate measure of qualification in the labor market and as a result the reference taken is if the worker has finished certain level of education. This is known in the literature as "sheepskin effects" (Hungerford and Solon (1987) ). To this purpose we run the same regressions as before but now replacing years of education with binary variables indicating the highest level of education reached by the individual. The results (OLS and QR) for the conditional distribution are reported in Table 3 .4. Table 3 .5 shows the results for the unconditional distribution (RIFregressions). In both cases the base category is unfinished primary school. Results are shown graphically as before, in the 2nd to 4th row of graphs in Figure 3 .2.
Finishing primary school has a positive but homogeneous effect on both the conditional and unconditional distribution of income, along the whole period. Moreover, as measured by the RIF/Gini regression, this step induces an overall equalizing effect of education on the distribution of income. Moving to other levels, the heterogeneity starts to increase and now follows a pattern closer to that found when measuring education in years: heterogeneity in effects is important but dampens in 2008. Also, it is interesting to see that higher education (as compared to the base category), shows a highly heterogeneous performance that peaked in 1998, coinciding with the period where inequality peaked in Argentina, suggesting that education had a markedly different effect which fueled inequality up.
Concluding remarks
Even though abundant literature exists on the effect of education on expected earnings, distributive effects are more difficult to assess an quantify. This paper shows that unconditional quantile regression analysis is a powerful and simple tool to characterize changes in inequality and, in general, in other aspects of the distribution of income, like its quantiles. RIF regressions exploit cross-sectional variability and can be easily reproduced over time to measure the evolution of these effects.
The case of Argentina is a very relevant one, in light of the drastic movements in its income distribution and the improvements in terms of educational achievement.
In line with existing results for several countries and periods (including Argentina), the conditional quantile regression results in this paper suggest, indeed, the presence of an unequalizing effect of education through positive and heterogeneous returns, increasing along the quantiles of the conditional distribution, a particularly strong effect for the nineties. Our unconditional quantile regression results suggest that in the nineties these heterogeneous returns were further enhanced and co-moved positively with the observed increases in inequality, as measured by the Gini index.
Interestingly, results for the year 2008 suggest that these unequalizing effects reduced dramatically, revitalizing the role of education as a powerful policy variable to improve welfare. To summarize, the rapid increase in inequality in the nineties coincided with a period of increased education, particularly successful in moving individuals into high school, and a markedly heterogeneous performance in terms of how discrepancies in education were remunerated in the market. That is, in this period, the strong unequalizing effect of education is not due to increased education per-se, but on discrepancies in either quality of education, the way the market remunerates these discrepancies, and the interaction with abilities and their own remunerations. The results for the end of the nineties, suggest that this strong unequalizing effect has disappeared, reaffirming the relevant role fostering education has on improving welfare. Another relevant result, that reinforces the previous result, is that the channel that increases inequality through heterogeneity is almost absent when education increases at the lowest levels.
Finally, this paper refrains from exploring the effect of treating education as an endogenous variable. Unlike mean results, methods for handling such problem when the interest lies in distributive effects are still in their infancy (Powell (2011) Source: own calculations based on SEDLAC (CEDLAS and World Bank). 
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